The Greatest Flag That Ever Flew, **Option One**  
Name: ________________________
Caroline Pickersgill and her mother made flags. Caroline heard that the British might attack Baltimore.

Soldiers asked Mrs. Pickersgill to

Caroline and her mother sewed

British ships fired on

A man named Francis Scott Key saw

Francis Scott Key wrote the song that would become
The Greatest Flag That Ever Flew

Caroline Pickersgill and her mother made flags. Caroline heard that the British might attack Baltimore.

Soldiers asked Mrs. Pickersgill to sew a flag for Fort McHenry. They wanted everyone to know Baltimore was safe.

Caroline and her mother sewed an enormous flag for Fort McHenry.

British ships fired on Fort McHenry and started a battle. At the end of the battle, Caroline saw the flag flying!

A man named Francis Scott Key saw the battle and the Pickersgills’ flag. He wrote a song about it.

A man named Francis Scott Key saw the battle and the Pickersgills’ flag. He wrote a song about it.